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Discreteblosum

Description

DiscreteBlosum returns the sum of blosum descriptors of amino acids in a protein sequence.

Usage

DiscreteBlosum(x)

Arguments

x A string of amino acid letters

Value

A 20 dimensional numeric vector

Examples

x = "LALHLLLLHMMMMDRSLLLH"
DiscreteBlosum(x)
DiscreteSequentialBlosumTwoParts

Discrete sequential blosum descriptor with split number=2.

Description

DiscreteSequentialBlosumTwoParts returns the concatenation of the sum of blosum descriptors of amino acids in each split of a protein sequence.

Usage

DiscreteSequentialBlosumTwoParts(x)

Arguments

x  A string of amino acid letters

Value

A 40 dimensional numeric vector

Examples

x = "LALHLLLLHMMMMDRSLLLH"
DiscreteSequentialBlosumTwoParts(x)

DiscreteSequentialSparseFiveParts

Discrete sequential sparse descriptor with split number=5.

Description

DiscreteSequentialSparseFiveParts returns the concatenation of the sum of sparse descriptors of amino acids in each split of a protein sequence.

Usage

DiscreteSequentialSparseFiveParts(x)

Arguments

x  A string of amino acid letters

Value

A 100 dimensional numeric vector
Examples

\[ x = \text{"LALHLLLLLLLLMDRSLLLH"} \]
DiscreteSequentialSparseFiveParts(x)

DiscreteSequentialSparseFourParts

\textit{Discrete sequential sparse descriptor with split number}=4.

Description

DiscreteSequentialSparseFourParts returns the concatenation of the sum of sparse descriptors of amino acids in each split of a protein sequence.

Usage

DiscreteSequentialSparseFourParts(x)

Arguments

\[ x \]
A string of amino acid letters

Value

A 80 dimensional numeric vector

Examples

\[ x = \text{"LALHLLLLLLLLMDRSLLLH"} \]
DiscreteSequentialSparseFourParts(x)

DiscreteSequentialSparseThreeParts

\textit{Discrete sequential sparse descriptor with split number}=3.

Description

DiscreteSequentialSparseThreeParts returns the concatenation of the sum of sparse descriptors of amino acids in each split of a protein sequence.

Usage

DiscreteSequentialSparseThreeParts(x)

Arguments

\[ x \]
A string of amino acid letters
**DiscreteSequentialSparseTwoParts**

**Value**
A 60 dimensional numeric vector

**Examples**
```plaintext
x = "LALHLLLLLLLLMMDRSLLLH"
DiscreteSequentialSparseThreeParts(x)
```

**Description**
DiscreteSequentialSparseTwoParts returns the concatenation of the sum of sparse descriptors of amino acids in each split of a protein sequence.

**Usage**
```plaintext
DiscreteSequentialSparseTwoParts(x)
```

**Arguments**
- `x` A string of amino acid letters

**Value**
A 40 dimensional numeric vector

**Examples**
```plaintext
x = "LALHLLLLLLLLMMDRSLLLH"
DiscreteSequentialSparseTwoParts(x)
```

**DiscreteSequentialTdTwoParts**

**Description**
DiscreteSequentialTdTwoParts returns the concatenation of the sum of 3D descriptors of amino acids in each split of a protein sequence.

**Usage**
```plaintext
DiscreteSequentialTdTwoParts(x)
```
Arguments

x A string of amino acid letters

Value

A 6 dimensional numeric vector

Examples

x = "LALHLLLLLMMMDRSLLLH"
DiscreteSequentialTdTwoParts(x)

DiscreteSparse Discrete sparse descriptor.

Description

DiscreteSparse returns the sum of sparse descriptors of amino acids in a protein sequence.

Usage

DiscreteSparse(x)

Arguments

x A string of amino acid letters

Value

A 20 dimensional numeric vector

Examples

x = "LALHLLLLLMMMDRSLLLH"
DiscreteSparse(x)
**DiscreteTd**

*Discrete 3D descriptor.*

**Description**

DiscreteTd returns the sum of 3D descriptors of amino acids in a protein sequence.

**Usage**

`DiscreteTd(x)`

**Arguments**

- `x` A string of amino acid letters

**Value**

A 3 dimensional numeric vector

**Examples**

```r
x = "LALHLLLHMMMMDRSLLLLH"
DiscreteTd(x)
```

---

**IncrementalDiscreteSparse**

*Incremental discrete sparse descriptor.*

**Description**

IncrementalDiscreteSparse returns the sum of incremented sparse descriptors of amino acids in a protein sequence.

**Usage**

`IncrementalDiscreteSparse(x)`

**Arguments**

- `x` A string of amino acid letters

**Value**

A 20 dimensional numeric vector

**Examples**

```r
x = "LALHLLLHMMMMDRSLLLLH"
IncrementalDiscreteSparse(x)
```
LastFirstDiscreteSparse

*Last first discrete sparse descriptor.*

**Description**

LastFirstDiscreteSparse returns the concatenation of the sum of sparse descriptors of amino acids in a protein sequence and the sum of combination of last part of an amino acid descriptor with the first part of its neighbour amino acid descriptor.

**Usage**

```r
LastFirstDiscreteSparse(x)
```

**Arguments**

- `x` A string of amino acid letters

**Value**

A 40 dimensional numeric vector

**Examples**

```r
x = "LALHLLLLHHMMMMDRSLLLH"
LastFirstDiscreteSparse(x)
```

SequentialBlosum

*Sequential blosum descriptor.*

**Description**

SequentialBlosum returns the concatenation of blosum descriptors of amino acids in a protein sequence.

**Usage**

```r
SequentialBlosum(x)
```

**Arguments**

- `x` A string of amino acid letters

**Value**

A 20*n* dimensional numeric vector where n is the protein length
SequentialDiscreteBlosum

Examples

\[ x = \text{"LALLLLLLHHHMMRLLLHH"} \]
SequentialDiscreteBlosum(x)

---

SequentialDiscreteBlosum

*Sequential discrete blosum descriptor with step size=2.*

Description

SequentialDiscreteBlosum returns the sum of the concatenation of blosum descriptors of amino acids at every step size in a protein sequence.

Usage

SequentialDiscreteBlosum(x)

Arguments

\[ x \]
A string of amino acid letters

Value

A 40 dimensional numeric vector

Examples

\[ x = \text{"LALLLLLLHHHMMRLLLHH"} \]
SequentialDiscreteBlosum(x)

---

SequentialDiscreteSparse

*Sequential discrete sparse descriptor with step size=2.*

Description

SequentialDiscreteSparse returns the sum of the concatenation of sparse descriptors of amino acids at every step size in a protein sequence.

Usage

SequentialDiscreteSparse(x)

Arguments

\[ x \]
A string of amino acid letters
**Value**

A 40 dimensional numeric vector

**Examples**

```r
x = "LALHLLLHHHMMODRSLLLH"
SequentialDiscreteSparse(x)
```

---

**SequentialDiscreteTd**  
Sequential discrete 3D descriptor with step size=2.

**Description**

SequentialDiscreteTd returns the sum of the concatenation of 3D descriptors of amino acids at every step size in a protein sequence.

**Usage**

```r
SequentialDiscreteTd(x)
```

**Arguments**

- `x` A string of amino acid letters

**Value**

A 6 dimensional numeric vector

**Examples**

```r
x = "LALHLLLHHHMMODRSLLLH"
SequentialDiscreteTd(x)
```

---

**SequentialSparse**  
Sequential sparse descriptor.

**Description**

SequentialSparse returns the concatenation of sparse descriptors of amino acids in a protein sequence.

**Usage**

```r
SequentialSparse(x)
```
SequentialTd

Arguments

x  A string of amino acid letters

Value

A 20*n dimensional numeric vector where n is the protein length

Examples

x = "LALHLLLLHMMMMMDSLLLH"
SequentialSparse(x)

SequentialTd  Sequential 3D descriptor.

Description

SequentialTd returns the concatenation of 3D descriptors of amino acids in a protein sequence.

Usage

SequentialTd(x)

Arguments

x  A string of amino acid letters

Value

A 3*n dimensional numeric vector where n is the protein length

Examples

x = "LALHLLLLHMMMMMDSLLLH"
SequentialTd(x)
**ShiftedDiscreteSparse**

*Discrete sparse descriptor.*

**Description**

DiscreteSparse returns the sum of sparse descriptors of amino acids in a protein sequence.

**Usage**

`ShiftedDiscreteSparse(x)`

**Arguments**

- `x`: A string

**Value**

A 20 dimensional numeric vector

**Examples**

```r
x = "LALLLLLLLLLLMDRSLLLH"
ShiftedDiscreteSparse(x)
```
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